Title word cross-reference

#5 [Sch85b].
M [CMP89]. Δ [KsKGC89]. N [BKL87].
-grammars [KsKGC89]. -version [BKL87].
0-262-12112-3 [Con86].

[Neu85, Smi85].

2 [GC88, Jor89]. 2167 [Coa87]. 2nd

[CKCM89].

4 [Blu87].

5th [Whe81].

6 [Wal83].

7th [Ano80b].

85 [Mus85, Sch85b]. 8th [Wei85].

A1 [Ben85]. ABEL [DO85]. Abstract
[ Vit84, DMP82]. abstraction
[BEH82, Dav85, Zah83, Con86].
abstractions [Sha89]. Abstracts [Ano84,
GHW86, NTB86, Sof80, Sof81, Sof82a,
Sof82b, Sof83a, Sof83b, Sof83c, Sof84a,
Soa84b, Soa84c, Soa85a, Soa85b, Soa85c.
access [BK85a, Pro85]. accordion [Bro84].
ACM [RB85a, Soa85d]. acquisition
[NMS89]. ACT [MCB82]. ACT/1
[MCB82]. acting [Rob89a]. Action
[KSJ89, Dub89]. active [RSS88]. activities
[Sto85, Yel81]. activities/positions [Yel81].
Activity [Che89]. actual [Zav84c]. Ada
[Sof85d, Dun82, Boy87, CHR86, Dru82b,
FWH84, Hoo85, JM83, Lad88, MN85, Ncu88,
Ram89, Rey85, Weg80]. Adaptable [Ano83].
Ada(R) [ST84]. Additional [Tan81].
adequacy [Wei89]. Advanced
[SBB81, Sut89, Fri83, ST84, KIL89]. advice
[Sal89]. affinities [MB89]. AFFIRM
[Ger81a, Mus88]. AFFIRM-85 [Mus85].
Affording [Lub86a]. AI
[Di85, Par86c, ABF88, Poh86]. AI-SM
[Par86c]. aid [TMO89, TSP83]. Aided
[LC84, KR89]. AIDS [Mus85]. Aladdin
[Pak89]. Aladdin/lamp [Pak89]. algebraic
[Ant89, Ar86, v89]. algorithm
[Neu85, Ung84]. Algorithms
[Sch86b, Brie89]. all-du-paths [BS89b]. also
[Cha83]. alternate [Blu82]. Alternating
[Di81]. alternative [JG86]. always
[Law85b]. American [Dij81]. Amoeba
[BVT89]. among [Ano80b]. Analogical
[MI89]. analogy [Sal89]. Analysis
[ML89, Ar89, AW89, BS89a, Blu89,
BH88, Bot86, CRZ88, Fui88, Gla80a, HMI80,
KM89, Lei89, Pet89, Pre81, Rie86a, SM89,
SCC+83, TSP83, TP86, YTFB89, Ole85].
analyst [Bal83]. analyzer [OOG89].
anecdotage [Tav82]. anecdotes [Ano80b].
annotated [Coo82, RS82, WB87].
Announcement [Sno86]. answer [Poh86].
antidotes [Neu85]. anxiety [Neu85].
Application [AF88, Ch89a, ABF88, CR83,
CR84, CGGS82, Fos83, TP86].
Applications [Lan81, DRAP82, KS89,
LW85, WY89, Zuc89b]. Applying
[BB89, IS86, KT84, Not89]. apprentice
[RW89]. Approach
[Leh86, BT79, BW83, BK84, CH80, CCAJ86,
Fri83, JvB83, KN85, Kat89, Keu82, KS89,
Liv88, MSK89, MH89, Mor89, Rit87, Sca89a,
SM89, Sno84, Spi83, Tar88, Wil89, YES86].
Approaches
[ROT89, Sma82, Coa87, Gre86, LGM+86].
approved [Buc86a]. APSE
[Dr82a, MOPT88]. Arcadia [TBC88].
architecture [Phil89, TBC88].
architectures [Br89]. Arcturus [ST84].
area [MRY86]. areas [BT79]. arising
[Cra85]. arrays [Den80, GMW80]. art
[Ara89, Neu82, Yae82]. Article [Bin89].
artificial [AF88, Par86c]. aspect [Hilt89].
aspects [Buc86a, Par85]. assessing
[CAJ86]. Assessment
[Zav88, Ger89, Rie86a, WB87]. assistance
[OOG83]. assistant
[CY84, Dar89, HL88, PF89]. assisted
[GH83]. assumptions [R82]. assurance
[Lam85, LGM+86, Liv88, Loy88, Yia84].
Assuring [CS89]. ASTM [Sch86a].
Attribute [NP88, Gil81b]. attributes
[Gil86a]. attribution [AC87].
Augmented [Hen89]. Automated
[Ost89, AWD89, Ben81, Bob87]. Automatic
[BHO89, Bar82, Fos80, Gor89]. Automating
[KM89]. automation [Huf89, Sti89a].
avenue [FB81]. avenues [Ger81c]. avionics
[Lev87]. axioms [DMP82].

B [Rei85, Gel85]. B-ware [Gel85]. B.
[BK83]. Babb [Ano80a]. back [Ham80b].
backtracking [AS89, Mil82]. badly
[Bro84, Rob84]. Balloting [Buc88].
Barbara [Con86]. base
[DH89, RV85, Rom89, Lum89].
base/OPEN [Lum89]. based
[Cle88, FIM+84, GMS84, Gre86, HH82, HM84,
HL88, KAI89a, KS85, LBC+83, MM82,
Nar89, NMS89, ROT89, RC89, Sca89a,
STJ83, Sol84, Str88, TD85, VF83, Yue89].
bases [CCR83]. BASIC [CY84].
BASIC-PLUS [Cy84]. basis
[BGW82, Ger85]. battle [Hor85]. be
[Ger81c, Smi85]. becoming [Tar88].
behavior [CSB82, Win85]. behavioral
[Wil89], belittled [Loy85], benefit [Gla80a],
benefits [McF86]. Beneich [CS86]. better
[MOT81]. between [Not88]. Beware
[Har85]. Beyond
[Di 85, Win85, RR85, Tai89]. Bibliography
[AS89, Coo82, WB87]. Bit [DiV81]. bites
[Lev87]. Bit [Car83b]. blocks [Jos84].
Boehm [BK83]. Book
[CS86, Con86, Kil89, Gri82]. books
[Ger82, Miy82, Sno81]. both [Cha83].
bottom [McF86]. bottom-up [McF86].
branch [Tai89, YM89]. break-ins [Rei86].
Breton [CS86]. brick [Buc86b]. Brown
[Rob84]. budget [Gar85]. BUG
[Gar81, vV89]. building [Goo81a, Gor89].
business [KS89].

C [Sno81, Smo84]. CA [Smi85]. calculus
[KN85]. calendar [Jan84]. Canada [Bon81].
capabilities [MLJ89]. capital [Weg82].
capital-intensive [Weg82]. Capturing
[RL89, Zuc89b]. case [DG88, Dun82].
HB89, Lei89, War85, BS89a, Kar89, Zuc89a].
cases [BS89b]. Catastrophe [Pra87]. cause
[AG83]. cause-effect [AG83]. CDL [LS89].
Centaur [BIC+88]. Cesar [OO89b]. chap
[Gri80]. Change [LCDK89, You89a, Flo88].
GGH+82, LL89, Phi89, WC89].
Change/configuration [You89a].
Characteristics [HW87]. characterization
[Ra82]. characterize [CSB82]. charts
[PMG85, Sha82]. checklist [Win86].
Chehey! [Den82]. CHIPSY [EHW89].
classes [Win85]. Classics [Miy82].
Clocksin [Smo84]. clustering [New89].
CMA [PF89]. CMS [Mur88b]. Cobol
[HM80]. Code
[Bin89, Lub86b, Rie86b, WPM89]. Coding
[Per86a, Joh87]. cognitively [Sol84].
cognitively-based [Sol84]. Combining
[Gor89, Win85]. Comment
[CR84, Fos83, Fos80, Ham80a, Per80, Yac82].
Comments
[Bow86, Gri82, Joh83, Joh87, Wal81].
Commercial [GMS89]. common
[MOP88, Rin87]. communication
[BCK+82, CH80]. communication-oriented [CH80].
Comparing [FWH84, Wei89]. Comparison
[Ard86, BK87, Ham89, Man87, RZ89].
Tan80a, Tan81]. Comparisons
[Sch81a, And82, IMOLS3, Pec80].
COMPACON [Bal82]. compilation
[EHW89, Fri83, You89b]. compiler
[Gar83, OO83]. compiling [Fri84]. complex
[Rit87]. complexity
[CN87, Tan80a, Tan81, WB87].
Components [Wil85, LM89]. compose
[Gar85]. composing [Zim88]. composition
[Gar85]. computation [WY89]. Computer
[KR89, LC84, Zab88b, Ano80b, BK85a].
Ger89, GLR+82, Lyo83, Neu82, Neu84.
Neu85, Neu86a, Neu86b, Neu86c, Neu86d.
Pak89, Str88, Web89, Whi86].
Computer-Aided [LC84]. computers
[Neu87c]. Computing
[Hor85, Neu82, Yac82, Den82].
concentration [New89]. concept
[KT84, MJ82]. concepts
[Bo89, IS86, Liv87]. concurrency
[Chr88, Pix85, YTFB89]. Concurrent
[Aoy87, AWD89, BDM+83, KsKGC89].
WY89, Web83b]. Conditional [DP85].
Conference
[Kra87, Som87, Bal82, Bre87, Whe81].
Configuration
[Fal89, KMS89, Pak89, Sim89, TS89, Win88].
AB89, BV789, Baz85a, Dar89, EGK84.
GMS89, HK88, Jor89, Koi89b, KK88, MSK89.
Mil89, Mor89, PF89, Tho89a, You89a].
configurations [ML88]. configured [CS89].
Conflict [MCP89]. configuring
[CGGS+82]. connection [An80b].
conservative [Hil89]. considerations
[Fer89]. considered [MJ82]. consistent
[BKL87, WBMN88]. constraint [OO89b].

Daniel [Kil83, Gil89]. DAPSE [Boy87].
Darwin [MB84]. Data [EM89, Blu89, BEH82, CCR83, DHPT89, Fos84a, HS89, Mit82, PF89, RVAR85, TD85, Wei89]. Data-flow [EM89]. database [Kil89, LCDK89, LH88, PL83, SGCZ87, Tho89a].
dataspace [RC89]. Dave [Rob84].
David [Ger82, Ham80a, Mar84, Mey83]. DBO [Gil84]. deadline [Cos84]. debate [Blu82]. debug [ST83, Bea83]. Debugger [Wal83, BDM+83, Bea83, Car83a, Car83b, JK83, Kis83, Zel83, Gar84].

decomposition [For89]. deeper [Huf89].
defence [Hal82]. defense [Par85c, Wei85].
definable [Mag84b]. defining [BT79].
definition [Di 85, DHPT89, Hum89].
Degree [BD83b]. delayed [Gar81].
Deliver [Gil85]. DELTA [Wal83]. Denis [CS86]. dependence [OO84].
dependencies [PC89]. derivation [DHPT89, MH89, Red88, Rom89].
described [Ost89]. Describing [Rob89a].
Description [GR84, Kat89, KMS89]. descriptions [CS89]. descriptive [Bo189].
Design [Bal83, Coo87, Fer89, For89, Gil87, Lun89, AF89, Ant89, Abb+82, BV88a, Bat83, Ben86, Bot86, Bro84, CCR83, Cra85, CGGS’82, DGGK87, Ear86, EMS89, GGH+82, Gil84, Gil86b, Jam84, Kin82, KS89, LST84, LS89, Mac85, MG88, McF86, PRS89, Put85b, Raj82, Ric86a, Rin87, Rob89b, Rob84, Sch81b, SCC+83, TMO89, Tri88, WPM89, Wes88, Whi85, WMAJ89, Zah88a, Har88].
Designing [Mil82, Gol87, Sol84]. designs [Sta82, Zel84b]. detailing [Koo89b].

Detecting [Fea89]. developers [Mar89].
Developing [Ram89, KT84, LH89, RS82, Str88].

Development [BDM+83, CDF+84, Aoy87, Ber85, Bae86, CK84, Chr88, Chr89a, DP89, DH84, Dut84, Fal89, FB81, FFSN89, FM82, FWH84, FP89, Gil85, Gil81a, Gre86, Hen85, Hen86, Hen87, Hii89, HUI’81, Hua87, HL88, Kii89a, Ken82, Kok89, Lad86, Lef88, Liv87, Loy85, Mac89, Man87, Mas85, MR88, Mur88a, Neu82, Not88, OOS4, Par86a, PMG85, PRS89, Pre81, RR85, Rei84, Sal89, SHD84, Sno84, SGCZ87, SBB+81, Sti89b, SB89, Tan80b, Tar88, TMO89, WBMN88, War85, Web84, Wes89, Win86, Yia84, YTFB89, vdBEF+82, Con86].
development-in-the-large [RR85].
development/programming [Hen85, Hen86]. developments [JG86].
Evans [Rei85]. event [Mir89b].
EVENT-ANALYSIS [Ole85]. EVES [CS85]. Evolution
[Baz85a, Cha83, Eij83, DG88, Gus89, KMS89, Leh83, MB84, Min86, Rob89b, Sca89a].
Evolutionary [Gib81a, Gib85, Hek87, Krz89].
evolutions [Fea89]. evolving [Per86b].
example [Pro85, Ros81, TMO89].
executable [Dav82, GM82, Lei82, Phi89, Smo82, Sta82, Tho89b]. Executing [BH88].
execution [CMP89, CS88, Kin81, Mik83]. executions
[BD83a, RG89]. exercise [Fos80]. exercises [LF83]. existing [MN85].
expansion [CHR86], expenses [Zav84c].
Experience [GLR82, Hek87, Moo81, Bal83, BK84, EGK84, Fri84]. Experiences
[Jor89, Zuc89b]. experiment
[Ben81, Buc88, Goo81b, Kem89, WWFT88]. Experimental [RZ89, Bar82, Kis83].
Experiments
[AWD89, CGGS82, RBB82].
expectation [Par87a]. Experter [Par87a].
exploitation [FB81]. Exploiting [AL85].
Exploring [Par86b, Par86a]. expression [Pix85].
evaluations [BH83, Fos84a].
Extended [Lew88, Vit84, BK85a, BJKW88].
extractions [Pet89]. extraction [MB89].
F [Smo84]. FACC [Yel81]. Facilitating
[WCH89]. fact [Of89a]. factorial
[CGGS82]. factors [SB89]. factory
[Sca89b]. failure [Ben86]. fairness
[CM88b, DJ88, SL88]. family [GM84].
fashioned [Ano85]. fast [Mit82]. fault
[STJ83, Web89]. fault-tolerance [Web89].
FDM [Lan81, Pix85]. feasibility [Wei85].
features [FM82, SP89]. Feb [Sm85].
FGMSD [Blu87]. FGMSD-80-4 [Blu87].
fiction [Of89a]. field [BT79, Cha89].
files [Agg85, Ric85]. find [V89].
Finkel [Neu84]. first [Gar81, Ham80c, KN85, Yue89, CM88a].
first-order [KN85]. fiscal [Zav84c]. five
[OCG81]. flight [Gar81]. flow
[Den80, EMS89, GMW80, GLR82, HS89, TD85, Zel83].
FM89 [Ger89]. focus
[Red88]. foolish [Par85e]. form [Ara89].
Formal [Ano80c, Hag87, Web89, BHO89, Ber85, EK85, Ger89, LH89, PRS89, Pro85, Rom89, SHD84, Sto85, TMO89].
Formalisms [Woo88, Kel89]. formalization
[AG83]. formalizing [Lan85b]. Formally
[DD89, Ram89]. forms [KK88].
FORTRAN [Jan84]. Foster [CR84, Pol80].
Found [Zav86a]. foundation [SCC83].
Fundamental [EP86]. Foundations
[TBC88, Kem85]. four [Man87]. fourth
[Bot86, Cha84]. fourth-generation [Cha84]. fractional
[CGGS82]. framework
[ABF88, FFNS89, Koe88, PRS89, Rom89, Str88, Vit84]. Freedman [Kil83].
friendly
[Gal80]. full [Bro84, Not89]. Functional
[Gar85, Tho89b, BK85b, Kat89, Mac89, Win85].
functions [HW87]. Future
[Liv87, Sof85d, Par86a].
G [Den82]. gaining [Ham80b]. GAO
[Blu87]. Gasser [Den82]. gathering
[You89a]. general [GMMP89]. Generalized
[BH83, KT84]. generated [KL89].
Generation [Ung84, BHO89, Cha84, GBM85, HB89, MM82, WPM89, Bin89].
generator [RT84]. Geoffrey [Neu84].
geoprocessing [Gar81]. Gerald [Kil83]. Gerhart
[Gri82]. get [Gla82a]. Glass [Par89]. Glass
[Gla81]. GNOME [GM84]. goal [Dub89].
goal-oriented [Dub89]. goals [Rob89c].
good [GJ84]. Goodfellow [Neu84]. goose
[Bon81]. governed [MR88]. grammars
[KS]KGC89]. Graph
[ACR88, HK88, O084]. graphic [KS89].
Graphical [Jon89, Rei84, SM86, Tri88, DGGK87, Miy87, Rob89b, Uni87]. graphs
[AG83, New89, Tan80b, Yue89]. Gries
[Ger82, Ham80a, Mar84, Mey83]. ground
[Clu89]. group
[Baz85b, Gal87, GY87, Mus83, You88].
groupware [Mar89]. guide [Neu84].
guidebook [Bow86]. guidelines [Mar89].
Guttag [Con86]. Guy [Neu84]. Gypsy [CSG+88, SC85, You89b].


High-level [Ger81b, OO83, BW83, Car83a, Per80, Zel83]. higher [BK85b, Lub86a, Sha89]. higher-level [Sha89]. higher-order [BK85b]. highlevel [Gar84]. Highlights [Rit87]. Hill [Con86]. history [War85].


intensive [Weg82]. inter [BCK+82]. inter-programmer [BCK+82]. Interacting [RSS88]. interaction [BL88]. interactions [For89]. Interactive [BSSS84, CDF+84, GRD84, Mik83, ST83, Web83b, Bea83, EK85, WS82, Zel83].

Interchanged [Neu89]. Interface [Koo89a, BL88, Mag84b, MOPT88, SSDG81]. interference [Fea89, RB89]. interfering [RB89]. international [Whe81, Dow86b]. Interprocedural [HS89]. interval [RG89].


ISTAR [Leh86]. Italy [BD83b]. iteratively [Gib86b].


Jim [Lee85]. job [Cle89]. job-control [Cle89]. John [Con86, Ger82, Neu85, Rei85]. join [Kok88]. Jom [Ber85]. JSD [Kok87a, MG88].


```


progress [ABF88, Lem86, Mus83]. Project [Spi83, Bol89, CK84, Chr89a, DO85, FJM+84, HLC82, Hek87, Leh86, Lem86, LH88, Mag84b, Sca89b, Zav84b, WA85].

proposition [SA88]. projects [Dun84, Kms81, LF83, SJ82].

projection [SA88].

project [Dun84, Kem81, LF83, SJ82].

Project [SPI83, Bol89, CK84, Chr89a, DO85, FJM+84, HLC82, Hek87, Leh86, Lem86, LH88, Mag84b, Sca89b, Zav84b, WA85].

proof [Ber85, MSS82].

propagation [Per89a].

Properties [Woo88]. projects [Dun84, Kem81, LF83, SJ82].

Project [Dun84, Kem81, LF83, SJ82].

Proplog [Ger85, LH89, Ncu88, OO89a, Smo84].

proof [Ber85, MSS82].

proposals [RBB+82].

proposed [AF89, MOPT88].

Protocol [DiV81, Phi89]. protocols [Ros81].

Prototype [CN87, BK85b, RS82, ST84, Zel84b].

prototypes [CCAJ86, FM82, Gre84, HLC82, MM82].

prototyping [Dun84, Keu82, Pat83, SZB82a, SZB82b, SJ82, BGW82, Bar82, BH82, Blu83, BK84, DGGK87, Dav82, DMP82, DRAP82, Fea82, Geh82, GLR+82, GM82, Gom83, Har87, Hek87, HH82, KK82, KR89, LPR88, Mac82a, MCB82, Mit82, Miy87, TD85, TS82, WS82, Wei82, WCW89].

prover [BK85b, Ow85]. provers [W085].

Proving [Coo85, KN85, KS85, LGM*86].

Psychosocial [Neu82]. public [Cha83, Neu87a, Neu86a, Neu86b, Neu86c, Neu86d, Neu87c, Neu87a, Neu87b, Neu88b, Neu88a, NC88].

Publishers [Neu84]. Punchcard [Wil88].

pursuing [Ger81c, put [GMMP89, Zav86b].

Quality [Yia84, And82, Bow86, Buc86a, Buc86b, Cro85, Gil86b, Lam85, Liv88, Loy88, Per86a, Sch81a]. quantitative [Kr89].

Quantification [Sof85e]. questions [vV89].

quick [HLC82].

R [Bin89, Neu84]. R. [Per80]. RADC [Rze83]. Raddle87 [For89].

Radical [Hil89].

Raphael [Neu84].

Rapid [Bar82, BH82, Dav82, DMP82, GM82, KK82, WS82, BGW82, Blu83, Fea82, Gom83, MM82, TD85, TS82, Wei82, SZB82a, SZB82b].

ratios [CHR86].

RC2000 [Law85a].

reactive [GGW89, Hen89].

readings [Par85a].

Real [LF83, RG89, BH88, Hii83, JMS83, LS89, Mac85, Nel85, Pet89, SHG89, Zuc89b].

Real-life [LF83].

Real-time [RG89, BH88, Hii83, SHG89, Zuc89b].

realistic [LM89].

reality [Mil82].

realistic [LM89].

relational [Not88]. relevant [Kem81].

reliability [Gla80a, IMOL83, Lub86a, Smo81, Smo81].

Reliable [An83, GGW89].

Replacing [Cle89].

reply [CR84, Fos84b].

Report [CKCM89, Rid84b, Zav84c, Blu87, KK88, Kra87, Mus83, PPT88, RW86, RZ89, Rze83].

Reportage [Bal82].

reporting [Mur88a].

reports [NTB+86].

Representation [Ke89, Nar89, v189].

Representing [Yue89].

request [LL89].

require [Sha89].

required [BS89b].

Requirements [Bat83, Dut84, Kar89, Win86, Cro85, Dav82, Dub89, Ear86, Gom83, Hag87, HH82, KK82, KS89, MB89, MLJ89, Pix85, RW89, Rom89, ST83, Wh86, Zuc89b].

Requirements/design [Bat83].

Research [Ger81c, Leh82, EP86, OCG+81, Par86a].

reservations [Leh89].

Resource [Dav85].

Response [Kim81, Lee85, Pol80, Rob84].

responses [Sof85e]. restricted [Pro85].

Retrospective [Neu81].

reusability [Lub86a, Lub86b].

reusable [DS89, LM89].

Reuse [Bol89, Kar89, RR89, Ric86b, Tra88, Rat87].

reusing [Mus85].

Review
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